
Cristopher Cunas
WEB DEVELOPER

EXPERIENCE

Delivery Driver / Assistant| Ben’s Transport

JAN 2020 -JAN 2022, CLAYTON, NC

● Communicated with customers ahead of schedule to foresee any issues and

be able to make the customer experience a great one.

● Made detailed reports on damaged items whilst also assisting the customer
through the process of returns and scheduling replacements.

Driver Helper | Fidelitone

JULY 2018 - NOV 2019, RALEIGH, NC

● Assisted drivers in making scheduled and non-scheduled deliveries in order

to provide timely customer service.

● Analyzed routes before scheduled start time and reported any errors in
order to improve work flow.

Security Guard | Sunstates Security

FEB 2018 - JULY 2018, RALEIGH, NC

● Monitored security systems and kept a detailed log of any incident or

workplace accident .

● Verified  employee identification while also  keeping a log of daily
guests and checking for non-permitted individuals.

EDUCATION

BrainStation  |  Diploma Candidate, Web Development

JAN  2022 - APRIL  2022, NEW YORK, NY

Johnston County Community College | Associates in Criminal
Justice Technology

JAN 2016 - JUNE 2018, SMITHFIELD, NC

PROJECTS

Lead Coder | TalkBack

FEB 2022, BRAINSTATION HACKATHON

● Built a speech to text translation application that utilizes multiple API’s within a 24
hour time frame. My role was focused on the JavaScript aspect of the project where I

created HTTPS requests using Axios, created the functionality needed to translate the

words that were transcribed by speech recognition & use the DOM API to interact with

that information.

cristophercunas@icloud.com

973-666-1319

linkedin.com/in/cristophercunas

github.com/criscunas

SKILLS

 Javascript,  Node, React Express,

MySQL, Agile Development,

Document Object Model (DOM)

APIs, Web APIs, User

 Authentication, OAuth, Heroku,

GitHub, Jest.

PROFILE

Coming from a different field of
work, I have developed great
customer service skills and the
ability to work proficiently in
teams. Working in a fast-paced
environment dealing with hard
labor makes my background
different from most, but I believe
the unique qualities I have
developed through it will make
me a valuable asset on any tech
team.

https://github.com/criscunas/BrainStation-Hackathon
http://linkedin.com/in/cristophercunas
http://github.com/criscunas



